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About This Content

Purchase this DLC pack to gain access to the premium Jason Skin: Retro Jason plus his special weapon!

MORE ABOUT FRIDAY THE 13th: KILLER PUZZLE…

Help legendary horror icon Jason Voorhees stalk and slay campers across 100+ puzzle levels in a hilariously off kilter puzzle
game. From the campgrounds of Crystal Lake to the highrises of Manhattan, from supermax prisons to space stations, Jason will

terrorize victims across the world... and beyond!

Friday the 13th: Killer Puzzle is developed by the makers of cult hit SLAYAWAY CAMP (5/5 -Rue Morgue, Touch Arcade,
Gamezebo... “The most ridiculously, absurdly, insanely over the top violent game I’ve ever seen.” -Dread Central).

Key Features:

 8 gut-wrenching “episodes” for over 100 free-to-play puzzle levels!

 See Jason like never before: Supermax Jason, Frozen Jason, Apocalypse Jason & More!!!

 Traps! Cops! SWAT teams! Land mines! Rotary telephones! Teleporters! Cats!

 Choose ‘R’ mode for dozens of gruesome Kill Scenes, or ‘PG’ for an almost family-friendly puzzle experience
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 Level up and unlock tons of horrifying murder weapons.

 Trade in your rusty and unwanted weapons for shiny elite ones!

 Daily Death challenge offers a new puzzle each day!
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Title: Friday the 13th: Killer Puzzle - Retro Jason
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Blue Wizard Digital
Publisher:
Blue Wizard Digital
Release Date: 12 Apr, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Core i (i3, i5, i7) Level CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated Graphics

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: Any on-board sound should work.

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish
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friday the 13th killer puzzle retro jason

It's difficult to say since the game is free but it has a♥♥♥♥♥♥ton of micro-transactions and it's inferior than some other
manager games. HEAVILY EDITED FOOTAGE OF THIS GAME: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=61FoumS-Kyc. Very
beautiful game! Perfect for when I'm feeling stressed out and need a little zen. The colors and the music are superb.. It can be
funny if youre looking for basic arcade game like haxball, pong etc. to play with your friends at one computer.

Otherwise; I DO NOT RECOMMEND. Don't waste your money.
. The atmosphere is really good and the setting is pretty interesting, but the gameplay is lackluster. You control a drone and the
gameplay mainly consists of waiting till the human that is following you has caught up. You progress by picking up the plants in
the level while dodging mines, pushing the occasional rock out of the way and looking for dynamite to blow up walls blocking
the way. If you make a mistake and your human runs into a mine, you restart the whole level. The game isn't hard, just
repetitive.. Still a good race game!. Do you like killing bald eagle Do You Like Shooting Tazer Do You Like TO Stop SUPER
THORWING STARS OF DEATH THAT ARE NEON BLOOD RED This GaMe Is For YOU PS.ITS SUPER 80S. Sounded
like an interesting concept, but wasn't really much fun to play, mostly because of the UI implementation (I know I'm in the
minority here, and usually I wouldn't bash a low-cost indie game for production values, but I think a bit more thought towards
usability wouldn't have gone amiss).

- You have to keep monkey-typing into the 'MSN'-like window to advance. You don't know how much monkey-typing is needed
to complete the text you're typing, or when you'll next need to monkey-type, so there's a constant cycle of mouse-keyboard-
mouse-keyboard, etc. Ok, minor inconvenience, but it grates - there has to have been a better way to do this.

- Windows can't be moved around, rearranged, or ordered on the desktop. There are times at which it would be useful to view
information in one window so that you can type it into another, but that ability is missing.

- At one point it's necessary to download and listen to some audio files. This is a cool aspect - merging in the 'real world' with
the game - but the sound quality of the files was so scratchy\/distorted\/badly-levelled that I couldn't understand a word. Perhaps
just me, or perhaps they're supposed to be a 'thematic' challenge in this way, but I didn't have any audio-cleanup software handy,
so this is the point at which I gave up.

- For some reason the Steam overlay didn't work while in-game, so any time it sent me out onto the real web I had to quit the
game entirely then reload it.

Judging by the generally-good reviews, there's probably something worthwhile here if you're willing to stick with it, but I guess I
had a patience-failure with this one.. Two words to describe this track Manly and Badass
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Come on guys this is low budget. Have a heart.
It's a nice retelling of a great old game.
I had far too short an attention span to complete the original so looking forward to experiencing the story by playing this version
instead.
First level felt like the old one, and I'm enjoying it so far.. I do not usually give negative reviews.

While this game may seem appealing as an "escape the room" or logic puzzle / need-a-pen-and-paper-to-figure-out type of
thing, I spent about 1 hour stuck in the first room due to what was apparently a bug (of which I have already encountered
several).

After restarting, it took little time to progress past the point I was previously stuck.

The puzzles themselves are mostly "find this object and place it here" or the kind of logic problems you'd find in a puzzle book,
find this so you can answer this... Some are cryptic, some are not. Some, I feel, are a little unfair to the player and are made
purposefully very difficult and frustrating in order to nag at those types of minds that must solve this problem.

They are a little uninspired, I found. There was nothing particularly original, although everything did make sense.

The writing / narrative for the little story there is doesn't inspire any particular interest for me, either. The trailer is quite
misleading.

I was hoping for an MKULTRA type experience, as the game made it sound a little like this, but was disappointed and -
ultimately - I would rather play The Room or the Rusty Lake series.

I've found myself becoming a little frustrated with the puzzles and the awkward method of progression. Although, to start, the
experience was one of mystery and satisfaction when solving the first few puzzles and discovering new things to aid in solving a
puzzle on which I was stuck before.

It isn't a particularly popular game, and I cannot bring myself to recommend it.

I will finish it (twice, apparently, for the achievements), but it will likely be removed from my library after this.

Here's hoping that the sequel is an improvement. It is no match for Tales Untold or any other game of this type.

No idea why it's categorised under "action", as there is no action. Only the same kinds of puzzles that I've solved many times
over the past 40 years of solving puzzles.

There's also a website link from the discussions, accessible after completing the game, which offers some riddles that... I don't
particularly care about.. Another above par HOG from Artifex Mundi. Personally I like Artifex's games but this one sholud be a
little bit better. The plot is simple. You are a detective who need to solve a series of myterious murders. The voice and the
graphics are quite good but below the average Artifex quality. The hidden object scenes are good but the minigames are simple.
If you are not a fan of the genre don't buy it. Otherwise, don't hesitate to spend some coins.. This game is F*cking terrible,
nobody should ever pay money for this game its just awful

- Sounds: Sh*t
- Controls: Sh*t
- gameplay: Boring as F*CK
- Visuals: Ok but still ugly

If you want to play a better game, just play Rising Storm 2: Vietnam; You do need to pay money but its really cheap online so
that's a better option

2.1/10. This game is based on the indiana jones trilogy which was made by Steven Spielberg and George Lucas. The game is
just like the other lego games where you collect studs and minikit buy new figures and clear the level. One of the problems with
the game is that the level is to long which can take about 30 min to beat a level. If you actully play a hour of this game in one sit
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you will get bored with this game since you just doing the same thing. The last problems i have with this is the temple doom
stage are just so boring that you will probaly skip this episode. After all that you mayby find this game fun if you just play one
stage each time you go into the game . otherwise you will hate this game because is just like lego starwars and you are just doing
the same stuff over and over again. You have to bee a fan of lego games to love this game otherwise you will just find it okay.
Game is so frusrating and hard for no reason with random stuff droping from sky.
I did not have any actuall fun playing it or see any reply value so I can't give it a thumbs up.
Good thing is you can kill Hitler.

-Difficult because the background is eye straining
-Weird bosses who sometimes you kill in an instant, sometimes takes like 5 minutes
?Fun for some 10-20minutes
+Trolling (closing game in middle of stage). Who doesn't want to control the future with your mind?
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